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Approvals
We added an applicant pool reminder email sent out for recruitments whose applicant pool reports have not been submitted for approval. The emails are sent around the close and final dates of the recruitment, and go to the people who created and configured the recruitment.

Campuses can now control their Approval Permission Options to decide whether analysts can add specific steps to an approval, allowing them to cordon off certain roles as available only to workflows and administrators. They can also control whether analysts can assign specific steps in an approval, allowing them to centrally control who is a valid approver in certain roles.

Recruitments
When a user selects the initial search outcome for a recruitment, they can now enter a comment regarding the selection.
**Reports**

We added new columns for disability and veteran status to the Applicant & Diversity Survey Data report.

**E-learning update**

We have added a video about creating a new recruitment in the training materials section on our project site.